Abstract-Motivated by the evident success of context-tree was in proposing a universal (randomized) prediction scheme based methods in lossless data compression, we explore, in this that achieves 7(x) for every x. This scheme was based on the paper, methods of the same spirit in universal prediction of incremental parsing procedure of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm individual sequences. By context-tree prediction, we refer to a family of prediction schemes, where at each time instant [12. Notertha since s(p)eis def by tNg the limit of t, after having observed all outcomes of the data sequence S -oo after the limit supremum over of N -oo, the regime Xi,.,XZt-1, but not yet xt, the prediction is based on a "context" of the asymptotics dictates that N is very large compared to (or a state) that consists of the k most recent past outcomes S.
Xi,.,XZt-1, but not yet xt, the prediction is based on a "context" of the asymptotics dictates that N is very large compared to (or a state) that consists of the k most recent past outcomes S.
Xt-k,* * *,  where the choice of k may depend on the contents
The present study differs from [1] in two main aspects. The of a possibly longer, though limited, portion of the observed past, first is that we confine attention to context-tree prediction, Xt-kmaxI ...,I.lThis is different from the study reported in [1] , where general finite-state predictors as well as "Markov" which means that the current state, s, does not necessarily (finite-memory) predictors of fixed order, where studied in the evolve recursively according to a particular next-state function regime of individual sequences.
g, but may rather correspond to a certain context, that is, a cerAnother important difference between this study and [1] is the tain portion of the most recent past (Xt-k, Xt-k+l, * * *, St-1), asymptotic regime. While in [1] , the resources of the predictor . k . v (i.e., the number of states or the memory size) were kept wree k ma vary dya ically a oringto a certains fixed regardless of the length N of the data sequence, here we tree, which is subjected to design. The motivation for exploring investigate situations where the number of contexts, or states, is context-tree strategies stems from their relative simplicity allowed to grow concurrently with N. We are primarily interested and their success in lossless data compression applications in the following fundamental question: What is the critical growth (see, e.g., [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] and references therein). Quite rate of the number of contexts, below which the performance of recently, a context-tree approach was analyzed also in univerthe best context-tree predictor is still universally achievable, but above which it is not? We show that this critical growth rate is sal prediction of stochastic processes under certain regularity linear in N. In particular, we propose a universal context-tree conditions [2] , [10] , [11] . Also, as was shown in [1] The problem of universal prediction of stochastic processes and [1] is that here we no longer confine ourselves to the as well as individual sequences has received considerable regime where N >> S. By allowing S to grow with N at a attention throughout the years, in the literature pertaining to certain rate, the performance analysis pertaining to the relative a large variety of disciplines, such as information theory, effectiveness of context-tree predictors may become more statistics, control theory, finance, and others (see [4] for a refined and informative in the sense that it has the potential to survey of some of the results on the theoretical aspects). reveal their advantage over ordinary finite-memory predictors,
In [1] , the problem of universal prediction of individ-which under the regime of [1] takes on values in a finite set S, ISI < S, S being a positive context predictability of XN, denoted , (XN, S), is defined as integer. We allow also randomized output functions, namely, the minimum fraction of errors3 achieved over xiN among all random selection of tt+± C {0, 1} with respect to (w.r.t.) a predictors in P* conditional probability distribution given st. The context st This structure, of a transient mode followed by the contextis determined from the past, ( ... ,it-i,it), by the choice tree mode, can be motivated by the following consideration: of a context tree, which is a complete' binary tree with S Note that in the transient mode, which is active at the beleaves. At time t, after having observed it, the context st ginning of the sequence, the predictor is actually using the is determined by reading off the most recent data symbols entire past, (i1, ...., t), as its context. This usage of the entire in reversed order (first it, then xt-1, etc.) and traversing past can be attributed, in a real-life situation, to "training," or along the tree according to these symbols, starting at the root "learning." During this training time, in addition to providing and ending at a leaf, unless the depth of this leaf is larger predictions, the system "learns," from the whole data available than t (which may happen at the beginning of the sequence), thus far, what are the "typical" patterns and then, on the basis in which case we stop at i1. Denoting the resulting depth of this study, it designs the context-tree predictor to be used by k = k(..., it-l,it), the context will then be given by in the context-tree mode, which will remain fixed thereafter. St = (Xt-k+l,..., it).2 Thus, the context-tree is used as a Since the total memory resources (given by S) are limited, suffix tree. A context-tree predictor with S contexts is then they have to be divided between the training and the size of defined by a combination of a context-tree with a context the context dictionary to be used in the context-tree mode. The states in this subset will be referred to as context-tree
Having defined 'P, let us now allow S grow with N,
states. The other subset of states, of size ST < S -SC, is and accordingly, redefine the notation of the total number dedicated to a finite-state machine induced by a prefix tree, of states by SN. For a monotonically non-decreasing sewhich is a complete binary tree with a total of ST nodes quence {SN}N>1 of positive integers, we say that the context 'By complete binary tree, we refer to a binary tree where every node that 3When randomized output functions are allowed, this should be redefined is not a leaf has two children.
as the minimum expected fraction of errors, where the expectation is w.r.t.
2Note that k: cannot exceed S -1, and so, the context is actually determined the randomization. However, it is easy to see that the best output function is by no more than the S -1 most recent symbols. always deterministic.
predictability is universally achievable w. the prediction context used at time t, and in the case ko = 0, Theorem 1 answers both questions and tells us that this the context st is defined as "null," i.e., "no context." critical growth rate is linear.
Next, consider the prediction scheme of [1] , defined w.r.t. SN) ], will be the "experts" are all the members of 2*N. However, the obtained by bounding (1/N) Z ,-1 Pr{±t # xt} from above, implementation of the expert-advice algorithm is extremely and bounding ,%(xN, SN) from below. We begin with the complex because it needs to apply all predictors of P* in latter by counting only errors that occur during the contextparallel. The proposed horizon-dependent algorithm is next tree mode of the reference predictor, which lasts at least modified to be horizon-independent.
N -ST time units, as the transient mode cannot last longer As for the necessity part of Theorem 1, we assume that than ST instants. For the given XN, let (Si,, SN) be the SN = aN + 1 for some positive constant a < 1, and sequence of states that would have been obtained had only demonstrate that there is a set of sequences {1N } for which, the context-tree machine of the reference predictor been used, on the one hand, S~(1N: aN + 1) -0, but on the other hand, from t -1 to t -N. As is shown in [1] , the number of for every universal predictor (which may be deterministic or errors made by such a (pure context-tree) predictor is given randomized, and with unlimited resources), at least one of by ZSCSC min{N(s,0), N(s,l1)}, where N(s,I), s C SN, these sequences would yield no less than aN/2 errors. Stated I C {0, 1}, is the number of joint occurrences of St =S and xt+l = x along the pair of sequences (SN, 1N) . The joint {s} that are suffixes of some states in SN, and the second count of st = s and xt+l = x, during the context-tree mode term is an upper bound on the expected number of errors only, cannot then be smaller than N(s, X) -ST, and so, at all other times. Now, let us decompose the second term into A = ESeSc >LeCT min{fN(s, 0) As was also shown in [1] , when the predictor (2) 
(O,s') or (1,s') Two comments are in order at this point:
Finally, define a random vector XN, which is distributed 1. Note that the asymptotically optimum growth rate of uniformly across all these 2aN N-vectors. Now of defining the required number of context repetitions, in where the last equality is due to the fact that (X1,... , XaN) conditions 1 and 2 of the algorithm, to depend directly is, in fact, governed by the memoryless binary symmetric on N, let us define it as depending on k, the length of source (independent, fair coin tosses) since the distribution the examined context. More specifically, let us replace is uniform over all 2aN strings on length aN. Clearly, every MN by M(k) and by M(k -1) in conditions 1 and 2, predictor makes exactly 50% errors on the binary symmetric respectively, where {M(k)}k>1 is a certain monotonic source. It therefore follows that for any randomized predictor, sequence of positive integers that tends to infinity. The there exists at least one vector x N, out of the above defined reader is referred to the full version of this paper [13] ensemble of 2aN vectors, for which the expected fraction the for more details on the redundancy analysis and of errors is not below a/2. This completes the proof of the the considerations regarding the choice of the sequence necessity part.
{M(k)}. It is also demonstrated, in [13] , that the (upper Note that for the case a = 1, we have , (1N N + 1) = 0 bound on the) redundancy term of this algorithm decays for every sequence, but any predictor would perform at least faster than that of the LZ-based algorithm proposed in as bad as random guessing (50% errors) on some sequence. [1] . generated symbols, and f is the output function, corresponding Inform. Theory, vol. 50, no. 7, pp. 1442 -1468 , July 2004 to a certain member in 29aN±. Clearly, when this predictor is [4] N. Merhav and M. Feder, "Universal prediction," IEEE Trans. Inform. applied to the very same sequence that it has generated, then Theory, vol. 44, no. 6, pp. 2124 -2147 , October 1998 Inform. Theory, vol. 50, no. 7, pp. 1442 -1468 , July 2004 are (0, , vol. 44, no. 2, pp. 792-798, March 1998. 
